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About This Video

We Are Alright (Wszystko z nami w porządku),

the documentary debut feature film directed by Borys Nieśpielak.
Music by Maciej Zakrzewski.

After quitting their corporate jobs, Bartek and Rafal decided to create their first video game (Lichtspeer). The movie follows
them throughout the last few months of working on the project. You’ll be able to witness their struggle to publish the game on
PlayStation, the emotions of people associated with the game’s launch, and finally, Rafal’s and Bartek’s attempts to break into

the consciousness of youtube stars and the industry press

ORIGINAL SOUND TRACK
https://hedejk.bandcamp.com/album/we-are-alright
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https://blltly.com/1rv5v7
https://steamcommunity.com/linkfilter/?url=https://hedejk.bandcamp.com/album/we-are-alright
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http://store.steampowered.com/app/434740/Lichtspeer/

http://store.steampowered.com/app/461950/Beat_Cop/

http://store.steampowered.com/app/252750/MouseCraft/
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Title: We are alright
Production:
Borys Nieśpielak
Release Date: 22 May, 2018
Country: Poland
Video Resolution: 1080p(2.4GB)
Aspect Ratio: 16:9
Audio: Stereo
Contains: Adult Language
Running Time: 64 minutes

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.

English,Polish,Russian
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we're alright cheap trick. we alright ft lil wayne. we're all alright. we will alright lyrics. we are alright happy republic. we are
alright here. we did alright jumpstar lyrics. we'll be alright download mp3. we would alright. we alright together. we going to be
alright. we alright playwap. why are we all right handed. euro we alright download audiomack. we alright emc lyrics. we are
young it's alright. are we alright show of hands chords. are we alright now song. we alright mp4 download. we alright emc. we
alright mp3 download young money. we are all right in our own eyes. we are everything is alright. we alright euro download.
what does we are alright mean. we alright young money free mp3 download

this game is interesting i like it. So, issues with the game, it's made by a french bloke, that's enough isn't it? :P

Seriously though;
There's no english audio and the subtitles flash by a bit too fast occasionallly, which wouldn't be a major issue if it wasn't for:
The translation is not up to par, it's going for a bit more academic language which just looks horrible when not translated
correctly - this is an exact quote from the game; "The surgical repair of your brain injuries is still fresh".

The mechanic of grabbing and dropping the box leaves some to be desired as grabbing may not work, if you move too fast you
may drop it, having it roll over when it shouldn't, all of this has nothing to do with puzzles, the puzzle should be the problem and
not if the game decides that the box should roll into the water even if it is square...

Options are odd as well to say the least - with that said, you are allowed to rebind keys for mouse+KBD as well as controller, big
thumbs up for that - "Gamepad face button bottom" is what's usually (on the Xbox controller) referred to as "A"...

I do believe there might be a nice story and maybe even a good game hiding behind obstacles such as me not speaking French, I
won't refund it as I do believe it is a work of love - and unlike Identity RPG I could actually check the settings without crashing
the game :O - but I can't recommend it to anyone that doesn't speak French.... A nice game if you want to spend some useless
time on your day, chills you after some heavy day of work (for most people haha), and worth it for the price. The price is
consistent with the number on stages. If you're good with this style of game, you will end it very fast. But worth it anyway.. its
alright.
its a mix of cod and csgo
graphics are alright. 6\/10. An intriguing but sadly short adventure. I've no familiarity with this developer, or even with text
adventures as a whole, but the demo provided was integral towards me giving Runt of the Litter a chance. Reading for pleasure
isn't something I get to do enough these days. The game took me about an hour and a half through a successful runthrough, but
I'm curious how other paths would feel so I'll at least get my $3's worth, which is a plenty fair price for the amount of work put
in.

Otherwise, well written! Especially happy with getting a small level of customization between one's name and eventual gryphon.
I can't point out any qualms yet aside from length, I'd have to see how other paths differ from each other. I'll update this once I
adventure a bit more with my gryphon. :D. A good game to play when you're bored. The only problem I have with it, is how
when you shoot a zombie that's in front of a civillian, it'll hit the civillian, not the zombie. Otherwise, good game!
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How can you actually play this♥♥♥♥♥♥. Meet bug and can't run.. This has good potental but my issue is that people don't
drop items after they die, that was a thing in Bomberman so the end 1v1 fight doesn't last too long, there also needs to be a timer
as well.. Okay. I bought this so I could compare this addon to the original MSTS California zephyr add ons. So far, MSTS still
wins and I'll tell you why. Let me start with the Pros. (There is only one pro)

The detail is absolutely magnificent! I mean the cars on the exterior and interior are as gorgeous as they can be. Not to mention,
the excellent detail on the FP7 and F9 locos. Just how I imagined it to be. I could say the colors for the locos are pretty spot on.
The streamline style on the cars are really neat and they actually modeled the little grille-style shape on top of the passenger cars
(I don't know how to really describe it) instead of just copy and pasting a 2-D picture on it. Very very superb detail!

The Cons:

Same sounds used in TS2012. The very typical railworks EMD 567 sound. There is really no more to tell about why this is a
bummer.

Horns are prototypical to which model was on which loco\/railroad, but horn sounds are from Train simulator's past product:
The Great Northern Empire builder add-on. For example. The horn that is on the WP FP7 is a Nathan Airchime M5. But they
place a Leslie S3J horn sound on it. Very unprototypical to me. It should be a M5. Same goes for the DRG&W F9. Supposed
(and looks like) a Nathan Airchime M3. But same thing. The Leslie S3J. (this is one big pet peave of mine)

The Great Northern Empire Builder add on F-unit cabview is placed in the DRG&W F9. How ridiculous! They make a custom
cabview for the WP FP7... But not for the DRG&W F9?

The Mars light on both units appear to be working when you first start up the simulator. But when you turn the headlights on
bright, the mars light is seemed to be stuck! It only moves when you repeatedly turn on and off the headlights. Another simple
problem that Railworks could fix before releasing this.

Limited free-look on WP FP7 cab. The camera only makes you look around at about 45 degrees. Thats it. You can't look 90
degrees to left and right or to whats behind you. Obnoxious.

Also to mention on the DRG&W F9 cab, the camera is placed so far up to the window that you can't see any of the gauges. How
the hell am I supposed to read the gauges if I constantly have to move the camera with the mouse to check the speed, brakes,
and amps? I could miss a signal and end my session.

Only one view inside the California Zephyr, and that is the dome observation car. NOT ANYWHERE ELSE on the whole
entire train. Total Bummer!

And least but not least, and I really frickin hate this. The cab on the WP FP7's dynamic brake... FLOATS from one end of the
cab to the other when using the dynamic brake. How frickin ridiculous is that! How could they have not seen this problem when
they beta tested it?? Absolutely obnoxious! I posted a picture of it on my steam account. Just go ahead and I don't care, just go
look at it in my recent activity. The public needs to see that.

Well. That is all I can report so far about the Zephyr. I will write more if I find anymore problems. Not worth the $25 dollars.
You are just better off waiting for it to be 50% off. I was really hoping to see if Railworks could make a better California
Zephyr add on than the MSTS California zephyr version. But I hate, yet love to say it. That MSTS wins. Not to mention that the
MSTS version includes CB&Q, DRG&W, and WP F3's. Even CB&Q! I don't see any CB&Q here? That too is a shame. Go
ahead and check out Marc Nelson's MSTS website and look at the California Zephyr if you are not familiar to MSTS as to other
people are and may know what I am talking about. www.3DTrains.com

Time to wrap it up. Sorry for making this such a long review, but I hope your time was spent well on reading this before getting
a ripoff on this product. But if you are die-hard California Zephyr fan, I have now way stopping you there. :D All I can say is
that the detail is fantastic. (I am a fan myself). Very creepy. No jump scares.
I highly recommend this - especially for a free game!. It's pretty good... but there is so few players, so if there was more players
i would play it a longer time xD
Get more players to it and it's a pretty decent game :D the rest of the game is well done... Good job making this :D.
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\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing garbage! Unfinished buggy, and completely broken. Even if it were finished it would still be
unplayable state, this is one of the failures that gives early access a bad name!. I wanted to give it a thumbs up before i actually
started playing but then the system told me i cannot.
For those of you who are still thinking to buy or not - just buy it and enjoy!
Just be reminded the season pass is ridiculously priced so I'll probably pass. (no pun intended)
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